Scholars and students of art history have long been concerned with the events and ideas that distinguish the Renaissance from the Middle Ages. Dominating this discussion are the notion of a renewal of culture beginning in Italy, the shedding of medieval superstition, and the splintering of religious authority through the Protestant Reformation. Paralleling these theories of change are inquiries into the status of the artist, the meaning of the art object, and new interpretive methods. Widely accepted practice positions the work of art within the framework of politics and ideas of its historical moment of production. The work of art refracts ideas, influencing and being influenced by its historical time and space.
In Forgery, Replica, Fiction, Christopher Wood tackles conventional scholarship by going back to the most fundamental questions: Why exactly are we concerned with historical context? Is the very idea of attaching an object to its historical production anachronistic? Do our assumptions about the meaning of time interfere with our perceptions of the past?
Wood's impeccable research and watertight argument posit a groundbreaking understanding of what happened in European art beginning in the fifteenth century. Scholars have long acknowledged the revolutionary possibilities of mechanically reproducible images and texts. Wood, however, describes the effects of these changes not just on the wide dispersal of consistent information, but on notions of time, thought, and truth itself.
Wood begins with a story about the scholar Conrad Celtis, who discovered what he asserted were portraits of ancient druid priests in the countryside north of Regensburg in the 1490s. We know, however, that what Celtis described are much later jamb figures from the Speinshart monastery. Woods contends that Celtis's claims were neither ignorance, nor shoddy scholarship, nor intentional deceit, but a wholly typical and acceptable way of perceiving the past.
Wood examines ''forgeries, counterfeits, relics, spolia, and pictorial prophecies'' that he understands ''not as aberrations but as moments where the deep structure of thinking about artifacts and time are revealed'' (12). His argument hinges on a distinction between notions of history and truth before and after the advent of mechanically reproducible media. During the Middle Ages, artifacts could replace one another with no loss of authenticity. If an object sufficiently resembled an older object, the later object could substitute for the earlier. A newer object stood in for an older object not just as reminder or symbol, but actually as its equivalent. The time and place of production of the newer object was not relevant. The newer object was equivalent to the older object because each pointed to a common origin. Based on this substitutional model, Celtis's ''mistakes'' tell us that his ''approach to antiquarian scholarship was active and participatory'' (8). His identification of the Speinshart figures as druids is truthful, because they are links in the same substitutional chain, replacing lost objects and pointing to a common origin.
The advent of mechanical reproducibility discredited the substitutional model. The seeming exactness of a published text or printed image revealed the imperfection of the earlier substitutions, obliging viewers to focus on what made the substitutions unique rather than what made them relate to a common origin. No longer an artifact that could substitute, the art object became unique and irreplaceable. The transformation from artifact to art object created the modern (post-Renaissance) category of originality. An artifact exists in mythic time and may be copied with no consequence. The work of art is situated in a historical time and is unique. Copies of works of art became criminalized.
Mechanical reproducibility undermined the chronological versatility of the artifact, transforming it into an object with documentary meaning, thereby inspiring the new discipline of archeology with its focus on provenance. The seeming precision of mechanical reproduction also implicitly creates the category of fiction. Prints can separate images from context, such that they have no documentary or substitutional tie. Neither forgery, nor pure fantasy, nor truth, prints became scenarios of unreal yet plausible reality.
Before the Renaissance, an ongoing substitutional chain mandated the copy. During and after the Renaissance notions of the time and originality rendered the past irreducibly distant and knowable only through inference based on the provenance of surviving material objects. This concept of rediscovery is the conceit that created modern ideas of the Renaissance as rebirth and concealed the substitutional chains of truth of the preceding era, as Woods luminous work attests. In Wood's brilliant book, originality and mechanical production remain decisive factors of the transformation from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance, yet his explication of substitutional chains reconfigures the entire discipline of Renaissance studies. Woods' scintillating book will inspire anyone interested in the meaning of time and truth in history.
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